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The Seven Sisters

Lamentation: A Shardlake Novel 6

Lucinda Riley

C. J. Sansom

Maia D'Apliese and her five sisters gather together at their
childhood home, 'Atlantis' - a fabulous, secluded castle
situated on the shores of Lake Geneva - having been told
that their beloved father, the elusive billionaire they call Pa
Salt, has died. Maia and her sisters were all adopted by him
as babies and, discovering he has already been buried at
sea, each of them is handed a tantalising clue to their true
heritage - a clue which takes Maia across the world to a
crumbling mansion in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. Once there,
she begins to put together the pieces of where her story
began In this sweeping epic tale of love and loss - the first
in a unique, spellbinding series of seven books, based on
the legends of the Seven Sisters star constellation - Lucinda
Riley showcases her storytelling talent like never before.

Macmillan • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447274933

$39.99

Retribution: A Drakenfeld Novel 1
Mark Charan Newton

Tor UK • HB • Fantasy

9780230744196

$39.99

A Twist of the Knife
Combining stories from ebook story collections Short
Shockers One and Short Shockers Two, and with neverbefore-seen new material, this is a story collection you
won't forget. From a woman intent on revenge, to a
restaurant critic with a fear of the number thirteen, and
from a story of ghostly terror to the first ever case of his
best-loved Detective, Roy Grace, James exposes the
Achilles heels of each of his characters, and makes us
question how well we can trust ourselves, and each
other. Funny, sad, but always shocking, each tale carries
a twist that will haunt readers for days after they turn the
final page ...

Macmillan • HB • Crime & Mystery

$39.99

Christmas Truce

9780230764378

$39.99

The Diabetes Cure

Malcolm Brown,Shirley Seaton
Christmas, 1914. The first winter of the First World War. In a
conflict infamous for its horror and brutality, enemy shook
hands with enemy. Soldiers shared rations, exchanged
souvenirs, and even played football on a frost-covered No
Man's Land. This Christmas truce was not just a brief
interlude in one place. The ceasefire between the trenches
extended over at least two-thirds of the British line and there
were similar ceasefires in the French and Belgian sectors of
the Western Front. In some areas the peaceable mood
lingered well into 1915. But behind the festive cheer and
acceptance of shared experience, the inevitable renewal of
hostilities loomed large. Malcolm Brown and Shirley Seaton
have combed war diaries, talked to participants and
consulted a wide range of contemporary letters, diaries and
newspapers to produce this unique account.

Macmillan • HB • History

9781447264279

Mantle • HB • Historical Fiction

Peter James

THEY'LL KILL TO HIDE THE TRUTH. HE'LL KILL TO FIND
IT. Having just solved a difficult case in his home city of
Tryum, Sun Chamber Officer Lucan Drakenfeld and his
associate Leana are ordered to journey to the exotic city of
Kuvash in Koton, where a revered priest has gone missing.
When they arrive, they discover the priest has already been
found - or at least parts of him have. But investigating the
unusual death isn't a priority for the legislature of Kuvash;
there's a kingdom to run, a census to create and a
dictatorial Queen to placate. Soon Drakenfeld finds that he
is suddenly in charge of an investigation in a strange city,
whose customs and politics are as complex as they are
dangerous.

9780230766846

Summer, 1546. King Henry VIII is slowly, painfully dying.
His Protestant and Catholic councillors are engaged in a
final and decisive power struggle; whoever wins will
control the government of Henry's successor, eight-yearold Prince Edward. As heretics are hunted across
London, and the radical Protestant Anne Askew is
burned at the stake, the Catholic party focus their attack
on Henry's sixth wife, Matthew Shardlake's old mentor,
Queen Catherine Parr. Shardlake, still haunted by events
aboard the warship Mary Rose the year before, is
working on the Cotterstoke Will case, a savage dispute
between rival siblings. Then, unexpectedly, he is
summoned to Whitehall Palace and asked for help by his
old patron, the now beleaguered and desperate Queen.
For Catherine Parr has a secret.

$29.99

Alexa Fleckenstein
Many doctors tell their patients how to manage diabetes,
but why should they simply manage it when they can be
rid of it once and for all? In the Diabetes Cure, Alexa
Fleckenstein presents a groundbreaking plan to do just
that by targeting the real cause of diabetes: inflammation.
The book instructs readers on how to use the five
essentials of health to achieve a diabetes-free life.
Through easy, quick exercises; tasty, anti-inflammatory
recipes; and many other innovative tips, Dr. Fleckenstein
lays out a clear, manageable plan to leave diabetes
behind. And ending the struggle with blood sugar is just
the start, as this 5-step plan also teaches readers how to
shed 5, 10, or even 50 pounds along the way.

Rodale • HB • Family & Health

9781623360825

$34.99

American Mirror

The Roommates

Deborah Solomon

Stephanie Wu

"Welcome to Rockwell Land," writes Deborah Solomon, in
this wise and spirited biography of the artist who provided
America with a defining image of itself. As the star
illustrator of The Saturday Evening Post for nearly half a
century, Norman Rockwell mingled fact and fiction to
capture the we-the-people, communitarian ideals of
American democracy. Freckled Boy Scouts and their
mutts, sprightly grandmothers, a young man standing up
to speak at a town hall meeting, a little black girl named
Ruby Bridges walking into an all-white school-here was an
America whose citizens seemed to believe in equality and
gladness for all.

Picador US • PB • Biography: General

9781250056139

$19.99

Dorothy Wordsworth's Christmas Birthday
Carol Ann Duffy

Picador • HB • Poetry

$19.99

$19.99

A Trio of Murders: Lloyd and Hill Mysteries, Books 1-3
Introducing the pairing of Detective Inspector Lloyd and
Sergeant Judy Hill, A Trio of Murders contains three
classic mysteries in one volume. A Perfect Match: The
news of a woman's body found in a boathouse rocks the
town of Stansfield. The case appears simple: her last
known companion, and prime suspect, is currently
missing, presumed fled. Redemption: As deepening snow
slowly isolates the village of Byford from the outside world,
not all is as peaceful as it seems. A murder at the vicarage
destroys the calm of the festive period . . . a domestic
murder . . or so it appears. Death of a Dancer: The victim
is the wife of a deputy headmaster of a boys' public
school, but they rapidly discover that she was not the
upstanding teachers' wife that first appearances might
suggest, and the list of suspects for her murder is
appallingly long.

9781447268680

$29.99

The Soprano Sorceress

Gene Wolfe

L. E. Modesitt, Jr.

An American writer of travel guides in need of a new
location chooses to travel to a small and obscure Eastern
European country. The moment Grafton crosses the
border he is in trouble, much more than he could have
imagined. His passport is taken by guards, and then he is
detained for not having it. He is released into the custody
of a family, but is again detained. It becomes evident that
there are supernatural agencies at work, but they are not
in some ways as threatening as the brute forces of
bureaucracy and corruption in that country. Is our hero in
fact a spy for the CIA? Or is he an innocent citizen caught
in a Kafkaesque trap? In The Land Across, Gene Wolfe
keeps us guessing until the very end, and after.

Tor Books • PB • Science Fiction

$19.99

The Vintage Guide to Love and Romance 3
Kirsty Greenwood

Anna Marshall wishes she could be anywhere but Ames,
Iowa, and anything but a singer and music instructor at
Iowa State University. She gets far more than she
expected when she is magically transoported to the world
of Erde. On Erde, Anna is no longer just a professional
singer, she is a sorceress, potentially the strongest in the
whole world. In this world, song is magic, and a wrong
note can mean death to a sorcerer. Because Anna has
trained for a lifetime to reach the level where she won't
miss a note even under the worst conditions, she can sing
more powerfully and precisely than anyone else.

Tor Books • PB • Fantasy

9780765377753

$19.99

Christmas Fireside Short Stories
Diane Allen et al

Jessica Beam is back. Since her last adventure went
horribly wrong with a capital WTF, she’s learnt her lesson.
Sort of. She’s definitely ready to settle down with the
adorable Doctor Jamie, be a grown up and stop wearing
onesies in public. And she’s definitely not thinking about
ex Leo Frost. She’s not thinking about his eyes, his lips,
the way he understood her like no one else . . . Oh dear.
Maybe a little more advice from Grandma is needed . . .

Pan • PB • Romance

9781447247357

9781250051455

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

The Land Across

9780765335968

Picador US • PB • True Stories

Jill McGown

Following Bethlehem, Wenceslas, The Christmas Truce,
Another Night Before Christmas and Mrs Scrooge, the
Poet Laureate offers another delightful and original
Christmas poem. Fully illustrated, this covetable little
hardback will be the perfect stocking-filler.

9781447271505

In The Roommates, people of all ages reveal their
disastrous, hilarious, and sometimes moving stories of
making their best friend for life or lifelong nemesis. Learn
what it's like to share a room in places as unusual as a
thirty-person beach house, a billionaire's yacht, a reality
show mansion, and a retirement hotel, and those as
familiar as sleepaway camps, boarding schools, and
college dorms. Put down your roommate's dirty dishes and
passive-aggressive Post-its for this eye-opening glimpse
into how people live together in the modern age.

Diane Allen, Rita Bradshaw, Margaret Dickinson, Annie
Murray, Pam Weaver and Mary Wood are celebrating the
festive season with a compilation of Christmas short
stories. Bonus material includes extracts from Pan
Macmillan's latest saga novels, Christmas recipes and
memories and traditions handed down from some of
Britian's best loved saga authors.

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

$19.99

9781447276838

$19.99

Beyond the Veil of Tears
Rita Bradshaw

Juliet West

An only child, fifteen-year-old Angeline Stewart is
heartbroken when her beloved parents are killed in a
coaching accident and she is given into the care of her
uncle. Naive and innocent, Angeline is easy prey for the
handsome and ruthless Oswald Golding who is looking for
a rich heiress to solve the money troubles his gambling
and womanizing has caused. On her wedding night,
Angeline enters a nightmare from which there is no
awakening. Oswald proves to be more sadistic and violent
than she could ever have imagined. On learning she is
expecting a child, Angeline makes plans to run away and
take her chances fending for herself and her baby. But
then tragedy takes over . . .

Pan • PB • Sagas

9781447217305

$19.99

$19.99

Diane Allen

The first instalment in the Pulitzer Prize-winner's
masterpiece - a trilogy following one family over a hundred
years. Life can change in an instant, and as those
changes amass over the course of one hundred years,
something extraordinary happens - history is made. In this
masterful novel, Jane Smiley explores the triumphs and
tragedies of one family, while casting a panoramic eye on
the first half of the twentieth century, a time of monumental
change. Some Luck opens on the humble, heavily
indebted Langdon family farm in 1920. We meet Rosanna
and Walter, their curious, brilliant newborn Frank. Soon
the family grows to five children, all wildly different yet
remarkable, with such potential to mark history in their
own ways. Yet as time passes, as it must, some thrive as
others fall victim to flaws and fate. Who will persevere?
Who will simply, sadly, be forgotten?

Mantle • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$39.99

The Supplement Handbook
Mark Moyad

In 1871, young Daisy Fraser is living in the Yorkshire
Dales with her beloved family. Her sister Kitty is set to
marry the handsome and dangerous Clifford Middleton.
But on the eve of the wedding, Clifford commits an act that
shatters Daisy's happy life and forces her to give birth to a
baby she believes is dead. Soon she is cast out by her
family and has no choice but to make her own way in the
world.

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

9781447245971

$19.99

The North American Whiskey Guide
Chad Berkey

For the past 25 years, Mark Moyad has been researching
supplements and using them in his practice. He's the
doctor that other doctors go to when they want researchbacked information on natural remedies. In The
Supplement Handbook, he takes the guesswork out of
what to use and when by providing clear, authoritative
advice on more than 200 ailments and 200 supplements.
Readers will learn how to treat or alleviate common
conditions such as arthritis, heartbum, high cholesterol,
high blood pressure, migraines, and hot flashes. Dr.
Moyad is also up front about when prescription or overthe-counter drugs are the better choice. And he reveals
the truth about popular supplements that are touted for
their effectiveness, but actually do nothing, or are harmful.

Rodale • HB • Popular Medicine & Health

$34.99

Beautiful Bracelets By Hand
Jade Gedeon

Whiskey has become one of the most popular spirits, and
with so many different kinds, it's hard to keep track of them
all. With reviews of 250 different whiskeys (more than the
competition for a cheaper price), the historical background
of each type and even some of the best recipes, this guide
has everything a person needs to become a know-it-all of
whiskey. Chad Berkey is the head bartender at Aero Club
Bar in San Diego, which boasts one of the largest
collections of whiskey of any bar in America, with over 900
different kinds. With Chad's help, you'll be able to make
expert recommendations, catch subtle keynotes in
different brands, buy the right bottle for each occasion and
make the perfect cocktail for a guest.

St Martin's Press • HB • Beverages

9781624140761

$29.99

Laughter Lines
Des O'Connor

Jade Gedeon, owner of We Dream in Colour, offers
seventy-five of her favorite designs, and gives readers all
the secrets for making talk-of-the-town adornments. With
so many different materials and methods to choose from,
you'll have multiple artistic, unique and vintage-looking
bracelets to add to your collection. Plus, you don't need to
be crafty to make these pieces; you just need to have a
desire to look fashionable. Materials include beads, chain,
cord, fabric, leather, metal, plastic and wood so you can
convey a multitude of looks and feels. What's more-all
materials and tools can easily be found at local craft stores
and hardware shops, so there's no fuss to the great
fashion. With this bracelet-making guide, you'll master the
art of crafting your own jewelry and have pieces that you'll
cherish for a lifetime.

St Martin's Press • FB • Jewellery & Beadcraft

9781624140907

9781447259077
For A Father's Pride

Jane Smiley

9781623360351

London Docklands, 1916. With her husband fighting in
France, 24-year-old Hannah Loxwood struggles to be
everything the war asks her to be. She cares for her
children, supports her elderly parents, she pays her way.
But as the fighting drags on Hannah grapples with the
overwhelming burden of 'duty'. She sacrifices everything
for a husband who may never come home until she's
faced with the most dangerous of temptations - because
what Hannah hasn't realised is that this war has been sent
to test the women at home as much as it tests the men
abroad. Based on a tragic true story, Before The Fall
hurls you into war-torn London and offers an intimate
glimpse of a family's struggles.

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

Some Luck

9781447275596

Before the Fall

$29.99

No I don't think that I'm Mr Know-It-All, And you don't have
to do what I say, But here's a few tips to consider, A few
thoughts that I'd like to convey. Here's another tip to
remember: If you think no-one cares about you, Try
missing a few mortgage payments And you'll soon find out
they do. Small screen legend and multi-million record
selling singer, Des O' Connor is a family favourite and a
showbiz veteran. Now, proving himself to truly be a man of
many talents, Des turns his hand to poetry. From sat nav
nightmares to the perils of wrong recycling decisions;
silver surfing to Strictly Come Dancing; life, love and
laughter are all here in Des's deftly penned verses.
Laughter Lines is a hilarious and heart-warming collection
of ditties about life's little moments and oddities.

Sidgwick & Jackson • HB • Humour

9780283072185

$29.99

Let's Play... Ice Skating!

Moone Boy: The Blunder Years

TBA

Chris O'Dowd and Nick Vincent Murphy

Set against a city backdrop, three little children learn to
skate on an outdoor rink in a park. Pull tabs and spin
wheels to watch them turn from slippery beginners into
gliding stars of the ice show! With magical illustrations by
Yu-hsuan Huang, gentle rhyming text and clever
mechanisms throughout, this is an ideal first book for all
aspiring little ice skaters.

Campbell Books • HB • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781447270843

$22.99

Martin Moone is eleven and fed up with being the only boy
in a family of girls. With three elder sisters, he's desperate
for a sidekick to help him fight his corner. When best mate
Padraic suggests getting an imaginary friend, he decides
to give it a go. His first attempt is Loopy Lou, who loves
practical jokes and is a dab hand at balloon-modelling. But
Martin soon gets fed up with Lou's clowning around, so
selects Sean 'Caution' Murphy instead. Sean is much
more up Martin's street - and full of advice about how
Martin should negotiate day-to-day life, from dealing with
his sisters' pranks to beating the bullying Bonner Boys. But
getting rid of Lou is not that easy, and TWO imaginary
friends is a recipe for trouble!

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447270942

$19.99

Strongheart

The Zelfs Sticker Book

Emily Arnold McCully

Macmillan Children's Books

Strongheart may have been a movie star, but he wasn't
always famous. He started out as a police dog who could
sniff out criminals and march like a soldier, but he didn't
know how to have fun. Larry Trimble was a Hollywood
director who wanted to put Strongheart in his movies-not
just as a pet but as the lead actor. Larry taught him to play
with toys and walk like a regular dog. In his films,
Strongheart brought audiences to tears. He was a
sensation! But when Strongheart's military training led to
trouble, was his career over?

Henry Holt • HB • Children's / Teenage: general non-fiction

9780805094480

$24.99

When a twilight moon is in the sky the Zelfs appear in a
secret garden called Zardenia! Join Buttershy, Vampula,
Spellinda and their magical friends and check out the
fabulous Fabitats where they live! This activity book is
packed with pretty puzzles, pages to colour and over 60
stickers.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Puzzle books (Children's / Teenage)

9781447283928

$9.99

